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Depart from Singapore Changi Airport, onboard 
your pleasant flight to Sanya. Sanya is located in 
Hainan Island, is China ‘s southernmost tropical 
coastal tourist city , formerly known as “ Deer 
City”, also known as “ Oriental Hawaii “, while it 
has the most beautiful coastal scenery in Hainan 
Island. Meet by local tour guide and transfer for 
lunch. Then, we will bring you tour of Da Dong 
Hai Scenic Area , a crescent-shaped bay, the vast 
sea glittering like a mirror. Between Luhuitou and 
Yulin Gang, 10 minutes from the city. The East 
China Sea is surrounded by mountains, 2.9 km 
long coastline, the sea side, surrounded by rows 
of green coconut palms beach, blue sky, blue sea, 
mountains, green coconut, white sandy beaches 
unique beauty won praise at home and abroad 
tourists. Tour end up at Haikou’s Hotel after 
dinner, exploring yourself at the prosperous Hai 
Xiu Road shopping district.

DAY 1  SINGAPORE / 
SANYA / DA DONG HAI / HAIKOU         
(Lunch/Dinner)   

5D4N SELECTION OF HAINAN                                                            

After breakfast, proceed to APEX Forum venue – 
Bo-ao, the water town, emerges at the meeting 
points of three famous river (Wanquan, Jiuqu, 
and Longgun), characterized by rivers, lakes, 
sea, sandy beach, mountains, hot spring, etc. 
Experience the boat ride to witness the Jade 
Belt Beach scenery, where the three rivers of 
Wanquan, Jiuqu, and Longgun flow into the South 
China Sea, a narrow long golden jade belt beach 
separate the river and the sea, forming the natural 
combination andlandscape, listed in the Guinness 
record of the world. Proceed to Xinglong, stop 
at Xing Long Nan-Drug Botanical Garden where 
it is belong to Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences Research Center.  

DAY 2  HAIKOU / BO-AO / XINGLONG            
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

After breakfast, tour of Li and Miao Ethnic 
Villages is a fun and interactive way to get a real 
taste of the native cultures of Hainan Island Take 
a guided tour of this place and experience the 
local culture for a glimpse into the Miao heritage. 
Tattooed natives dressed in vibrant traditional 
attire greet you with a warm hospitality. Watch 
a live folk performance on bamboo sticks and 
witness a make-believe wedding ceremony while 
savoring tea and delicious specialties. Be amazed 
by elderly weavers and artisans handcrafting 
jewelry from beetle nuts and natural material. 
After lunch, return to Sanya, visit to the Luhuitou 
Peak Park + Buggy Ride to love culture-based, 
you can come to see the famous Luhuitou 
sculpture, which is the origin of Sanya is known 
as “Lucheng” the great symbolic significance. 
The main attractions include wind station, Deer 
Park, slide, Purple East, Love Culture Park, 
Li cabaret Luhuitou sculpture, Peak Gardens, 
North Pavilion viewing platform and so on. The 
most famous attractions are Luhuitou sculpture, it 
is very representative, based on Hainan Li beautiful 
love story built, 15 m high. Coach passing by The 
Crown of Beauty and the Giant Tree Theme 
Hotel. After dinner, enjoy with the beautiful night 
view of Sanya before check in to hotel.   

DAY 3  XINGLONG / LI AND MIAO 
ETHNIC VILLAGES / LUHUITOU PEAK 
PARK / SANYA               
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner) 

Tour Code: HAKSL05

After breakfast, visit Nanshan Daguanyuan is 
the world’s largest tropical orchid theme park, 
to display orchid culture as its theme, is a set 
of natural, ancient, ornamental, recreational, 
ecological education as one of the eco-tourism 
and leisure theme park. There are 3,000 kinds of 
orchids, more than 2 million plants, of which there 
are 300 kinds of wild orchid species rare in the 
world. Then, we will bring you to pray the Goddess 
Mercy at Nanshan Cultural Park. On the way, 
coach passing by a long distance beaches with 
coastline sceneries. The Nanshan Cultural Park 
highlights China’s diverse social customs. The key 
feature of the zone is the three sided statue of 
Guan Yin Buddha, Buddhist Temples, spectacular 
landscape and sea views. The bronze statue of 
Guan Yin Buddha stands 108 meters tall on a man-
made island in the sea just off Nanshan. It’s larger 
than the statue of liberty. The park consists of sites 
and sceneries with Buddhist Cultural including 
“Nanshan Temple”, ”Nanshan Kwan-Yin Statue 
on South Sea”, “Savior Garden”, “Auspicious 
Garden”, “Longevity Valley”, “Small Moon 
Bay” and vegetarian shopping street.

DAY 4  SANYA / NANSHAN / 
DAGUANYUAN / NAN-SHAN CULTURAL 
PARK / SANYA           
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner) 

Pack all your baggage, transfer to Sanya Phoenix 
Int’l Airport for flight departure home. 

DAY 5  SANYA / SINGAPORE     
(Breakfast)

COMPULSORY TOUR
Nanshan Cultural Park + Buggy + 

Upgrade Normal Lunch to Vegetarian 
Meal & Tipping Included

  
GOURMET INCLUSION 
Hainan famous 4 dishes + 

Chicken Rice, South East Asia Cuisine, 
Chili Fish Head, Abalone Meal and 

Nanshan Vegetarian Meal  


